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Agenda - July 29, 2019 

● Early Childhood Center 
● Advantages of Relocating 5th Grade to Elementary 
● Advantages of Implementing a STEAM Academy 
● Projected Number of PreK/K Students 
● Projected Number of classrooms available at elementary 

campus w/o Pre/K 
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Early Childhood Center Proposal 

• Propose to open an Early Childhood Academy for students who are 
enrolled in PK-3, PK-4, and Kindergarten. 

• Early Childhood Education in Everman ISD Currently: 
• One PK-3 housed at Bishop Elementary that serves 17 students (there are 

numerous qualified students currently on a waiting list for the PK-3 program. 
• Two ACES (Autism) Classes housed at E. Ray Elementary that serve 5 students 

per classroom. 
• One PPCD (Preschool Program for Children with Disabilities) housed at Townley 

Elementary 
• Six Bilingual Pre-K Classes housed at the five elementary campuses serving 

between 16 and 23 students per classroom. 
• Eleven General Ed. Pre-K Classes housed at the five elementary campuses 

serving between 18 and 24 students per classroom. 
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Early Childhood Center Proposal 

• Current Kindergarten status in Everman ISD: 
• One Kindergarten Transition Classed housed at E. Ray Elementary serving 5 

students. 
• Two General Ed. Kinder Classes housed at E. Ray and Townley Elementary 

schools serving 22 and 24 students respectively. 
• 17 Kinder 2-Way Dual Language Classes housed at the five elementary campuses 

serving between 14 and 23 students per classroom. 

• Current Totals: 

PPCD/EC Pre-Kindergarten Kindergarten All Early Childhood 

9 362 355 726 
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Early Childhood Proposal 

• Benefits of Early Childhood Center: 
• Smaller and More Balanced Class Sizes: 

• Due to the attendance zone restrictions there is variance in class size between 14 and 24 
students per class. Serving students in one centralized location would allow the classes to be 
balanced at approximately 18 per class depending on enrollment. 

• According to the Center for Public Education, smaller classes in early grades can boost student 
academic achievement; classes with 18 students or fewer produced the greatest benefits in 
academic achievement. 

• Eliminates the need for overflow and transporting of 4 and 5 year olds to 
different campuses due to class size limitations. 

• Increased safety for Early Childhood Students: 
• Early childhood students would no longer ride the bus with older students, or be housed with 

older students, thereby limiting the opportunities for bullying situations. 
• All Early Childhood Programs would be housed in the same building, thereby 

eliminating the need to separate students or siblings that have specialized needs: 
• PPCD, ACES, Transitional Kinder, PK-3 would all be available in a centralized setting that has 

been specially designed to meet the needs of early childhood students. 
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Early Childhood Proposal 

• Increased future success rates in later grade levels: 
• According to research conducted by H.S. Norwood, causal agents known to affect future 

students success exists in a greater magnitude in campuses that served only early 
childhood grade levels versus traditional PK-5 or PK-6 settings. 

• The causal agents that were most prevalent in early childhood campuses were: 
• Resources dedicated to young primary education 
• Increased parental Involvement 
• Collaboration (between administrators, teachers, and special services personnel) 
• Relevant Teacher Training (solely focused on early learning) 
• Principal’s Leadership (disposition to implement early learning programs, standards and 

guidelines 
• Teacher Efficacy (with regard to to aligning young primary students’ interests and abilities) 
• High Expectations (with regard to being able to develop social and emotional competence in 

students) 
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Early Childhood Proposal 

• Ability to focus on Specialized Instructional Programs: 
• Reggio Emilia: Child oriented and teacher framed curriculum with many ideas 

for projects and topics of study stemming from students’ interests. The spaces 
are aesthetically pleasing and spaces for display of student work are abundant. 
Close relationships between home, school and the community are nurtured. 
This approach is used throughout the US in public and private schools. 

• Montessori: Children learn through a discovery process and engage in learning 
activities of their own choices. Manipulative materials encourage children to 
choose their learning activities. There are more than 200 public schools with 
Montessori-style programs in the United States. 

• Dual Language Programs: The student population should be divided as close as 
possible between native speakers of the one language and native speakers of 
the other language. 
• Both groups of students stay in core content courses together. 
• Instructional time is split evenly between both languages. This could be one whole day in 

one language and then the next whole day in the other. Another approach could be one 
language in the morning and the other language in the afternoon. 
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Addition of 5th Grade to Elementary Proposal 

• There are currently 442- 5th graders being served at Dan Powell 
Intermediate. 

• There are currently 454- 4th graders being served at the five elementary 
campuses. 

• The proposal would allow current 4th graders to remain on their home 
elementary campuses an additional year. 
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Addition of 5th Grade to Elementary Proposal 

• Benefits of restructuring elementary to include grades 1st-5th: 
• Moving PK and Kinder to the Dan Powell Building, and allowing 5th graders to 

remain in elementary would create room for growth and eliminate the need for 
overflow transportation, and students attending non-home campuses only to be 
transitioned back to the home campus the next year. 

• Allowing 5th Graders to remain at the elementary campuses would also limit the 
number of transitions that these students are required to make during critical 
middle level years. Currently students must transition four times between 4th 
grade and 9th grade, this may have adverse effects on students’ academic and 
emotional growth. 
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Addition of 5th Grade to Elementary Proposal cont. 

• Benefits of restructuring elementary to include grades 1st-5th: 
• Restructuring the elementary campuses to include 5th graders would have a 

positive effect on state accountability by providing additional opportunities for 
each campus to be scored in the school growth domain, as well as the 
elementary campuses experiencing the benefits of the multiple testing 
opportunities for 5th graders, which typically equate to higher test results in 
reading and math. 
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Addition of 5th Grade to Elementary Proposal 

• What does research say?: 
• According to research conducted by Combs et.al, grade 5 students in elementary 

settings outperformed students in intermediate settings in reading, math, and 
science, and particularly in the area of science. The researcher explained that 
achievement differences existed in the various grade span configurations due to 
two theoretical frameworks: 
• Transitions: Transitions are the changes students make when changing from grade to grade 

and teacher to teacher; however, the transitions among levels or different school settings 
appear to be more problematic for students. Students who leave an elementary setting to 
an intermediate or middle school setting experience many changes, including a new 
building, new faculty, new schedule, and new routine. Furthermore, students move from a 
setting where they are the oldest to a setting where they are the youngest. For some 
students, possible negative effects such as lower self-esteem or increased behavioral 
problems have been noted. 

• In addition, students might experience decreased academic performance during transitions 
to another school or setting. Whitley, Lupart, and Beran, concluded that the transition from 
elementary school to intermediate or junior high school has “long been associated with a 
decline in academic performance”. 
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Addition of 5th Grade to Elementary Proposal 

• Transitions: 
• Simmons and Blyth suggested that a decline in achievement, in addition to 

motivation and self-esteem, might occur because these early adolescents 
are facing two major transitions - puberty and a change in schools. These 
researchers argued that students who remain in a setting without 
transitions (elementary) have to adjust to only one major transition-
puberty. 
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Addition of 5th Grade to Elementary Proposal 

• Communities of Practice: 
• Communities of practice are “groups of people who share a concern or 

passion for something they do and learn how to do it better as they 
interact regularly”. McPartland, Coldiron, and Braddock reported that 
teachers who worked in school with more grade levels in the same school 
provided a more continuous program than did teachers in schools with 
fewer grade levels. Teachers who work in schools with larger grade spans 
(elementary form communities of practice that learn and work to solve 
problems associated with student achievement through formal and 
informal discussions about teaching strategies and curricular issues. 
Teachers in intermediate or middle schools would not have the benefit of 
engaging in discussions with Grades K-4 colleagues in the same building on 
a regular basis. (Vertical Alignment Teams) 
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Proposal for 6-8 Non-Athletic STEAM Academy 

STEAM is an educational approach to learning that uses Science, 
Technology, Engineering, the Arts and Mathematics as access points for 
guiding student inquiry, dialogue, and critical thinking. The end results 
are students who take thoughtful risks, engage in experiential learning, 
persist in problem-solving, embrace collaboration, and work through the 
creative process. These students become the innovators, educators, 
leaders, and learners of the 21st century. 

• Currently, there are 498- 6th graders being served at Johnson 6th Grade 
Campus, and 1017- 7th and 8th graders being served at Baxter Junior 
High School. 

• The proposal is to restructure Johnson 6th Grade to a Non-Athletic 6-8 
STEAM Academy serving students by application, lottery, or request. 
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Proposal for 6-8 Non-Athletic STEAM Academy 

• Why is STEAM education important? 
• We are preparing students for jobs that don’t even exist. Students need to be 

prepared to compete globally. Integrating concepts, topics, standards and 
assessments is a powerful way to disrupt the typical course of events for our 
students and to help change the merry-go-round of “school”. It takes what we 
do when we open the doors to the real world and places those same practices in 
our cycles of teaching and learning. So we can finally remove the brick walls and 
classroom doors to get at the heart of learning. 

• STEAM Core Components: 
• STEAM is an integrated approach to learning which required an intentional connection 

between standards, assessments and lesson design/implementation. 
• True STEAM experiences involve two or more standards from Science, Technology, 

Engineering, Math and the Arts to be taught and assessed in and through each other. 
• Inquiry, collaboration, and an emphasis on process-based learning are at the heart of the 

STEAM approach. 
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Proposal for 6-8 Non-Athletic STEAM Academy 

• Why combine grade levels 6th-8th? 
• The 6th-8th structure would pupils who are more alike than either elementary 

or secondary age pupils. This middle age group would need personal attention 
which they would not receive sufficiently in any of the other organizations. 
These students are at an awkward stage and would need to be together with 
excellent teaching personnel. 

• Students in a 6th-8th grade school are at an academic age where they would 
need reinforcement and extension of skills through application. Pupils would be 
exposed to various areas of specialization at an earlier age on an exploratory 
basis. Specialists would be available to help 6th graders branch out easier than 
they might be able to in an elementary school. Sixth graders would be provided 
the opportunity to use specialized facilities such as science labs, home 
economics rooms, and industrial arts shops to advance according to their ability. 
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Proposal for 6-8 Non-Athletic STEAM Academy 

• Why combine grade levels 6th-8th? 

• The 6th-8th structure would provide orderly transition from elementary school 
methods and materials to secondary school methods, materials and complete 
departmentalization. 

• A transitional campus should have at least three grade levels in it to allow 
sufficient time for the students to develop an identity with the building and for 
the faculty to know and work with the students. 
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Proposal for 6-8 Non-Athletic STEAM Academy 

• School Choice: 
• EISD is currently researching options for providing our students with School 

Choice Options. The 6th-8th Grade STEAM Academy would be a great option for 
parents who are seeking additional 21st Century educational options for 
students. Parents would not have to venture out to an unknown charter school, 
students would be served in the trusted home district. 

• Overall, systems of choice help to increase educational equity. 
• School choice increases parental satisfaction and involvement. 
• School choice can provide students an education tailored to their needs. 
• School choice provides options for low-income families. 
• School choice leads to higher graduation rates. 
• School choice allows public schools the opportunity to compete with charter 

and private schools. 
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PreK/K Center Projections 

Projected Number of Students Number of Classrooms 

Available at Powell 

786 46 

(approximately 17 students per 

class) 
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Projected number of Classrooms Available at 
Elementary Campus without PreK/K 

Classrooms Available for 5th Grade 

Bishop Elementary 9 

Hommel Elementary 7 

Souder Elementary 8 

E.Ray Elementary 9 

Townley Elementary 6 
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